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Abstract

Implicit bias is bias in opinion and/or actions resulting from subtle thought processes that operate without overt control and outside conscious awareness. Evidence for implicit bias against persons with Trisomy 21 (i.e., Down Syndrome) is accruing; recent studies show such bias extends towards children with the diagnosis. It may occur in medical settings with adults and children with Trisomy 21 as well. Outward views of the Trisomy 21 population (e.g., positive expressions) often do not match internal ones (e.g., negative perceptions), even among professionals. To stimulate scholarly discussion about implicit bias and its potential epigenetic impact on persons with Trisomy 21, this integrated review knits together historical mindsets about Trisomy 21 with emerging research, theory, and intervention. Rooted in the implicit bias and Trisomy 21 literatures, the narrative depicts theorized developmental impacts of negative implicit bias on Trisomy 21 phenotypes. The perspective is that negative implicit bias forces the human psyche into a downward spiraling developmental cascade, crushing emotion-driven intellect. Negative implicit biases about Trisomy 21 have potency to derail development’s typical course in infants, children, or even adults with this diagnosis. Reshaping these negative biases around Trisomy 21 into positive predictions can build resilience that turns the course towards normative development for individuals in this group. Recommendations drawn from this Trisomy 21 narrative are provided.

Introduction

Trisomy 21 (i.e., Down’s Syndrome or Down Syndrome) is a chromosomal disorder presumed to cause low intelligence. A genetically linked medical diagnosis, Trisomy 21 is marked by the presence of a triad, rather than a dyad, of the 21st chromosome. Its associated effects of linked medical diagnosis, Trisomy 21 is marked by the presence of a chromosomal disorder presumed to cause low intelligence. A genetically motivated implicit and explicit attitudes about persons with Trisomy 21 21 as well. Outward views of the Trisomy 21 population (e.g., positive expressions) often do not match internal ones (e.g., negative perceptions), even among professionals. To stimulate scholarly discussion about implicit bias and its potential epigenetic impact on persons with Trisomy 21, this integrated review knits together historical mindsets about Trisomy 21 with emerging research, theory, and intervention. Rooted in the implicit bias and Trisomy 21 literatures, the narrative depicts theorized developmental impacts of negative implicit bias on Trisomy 21 phenotypes. The perspective is that negative implicit bias forces the human psyche into a downward spiraling developmental cascade, crushing emotion-driven intellect. Negative implicit biases about Trisomy 21 have potency to derail development’s typical course in infants, children, or even adults with this diagnosis. Reshaping these negative biases around Trisomy 21 into positive predictions can build resilience that turns the course towards normative development for individuals in this group. Recommendations drawn from this Trisomy 21 narrative are provided.

Bias-related definitions

Before exploring implicit bias and racial prejudices in the context of Trisomy 21, basic terminology will be defined.

1 Named for a physician named John Langdon Down who described a set of children with common features who were distinct from other children with mental retardation.

Racism

Racism is making up one’s mind about another person’s potential using observable physical traits (e.g., facial features, skin color, body morphology; race, 2017; racism, 2017) [9,10].

Implicit bias

Negative implicit bias is unfairness in judgment and/or behavior caused by subtle thought processes that operate outside overt control and without awareness [11,12].

Implicit versus explicit attitude

Judgments of which people are aware (i.e., explicit attitudes) often differ from their unconscious ones [11,12]. This means that people may believe they think positively about certain groups of people, but they really hold prejudices again those individuals—often based on specific traits (e.g., physical features, disability).

Evidence for genetically based beliefs of poorer outcomes in Trisomy 21

The belief that individuals with Trisomy 21 have less cognitive potential is long-standing. Bases for this deduction have as a rule been stoically genetic despite its risks [6,13,14]. In 1990 Wisniewski
wrote, ‘[a]ll Down syndrome (DS) children [emphasis added] have developmental brain abnormalities’ (P.274); he suspected a genetic cause [15]. Borthwick (1996), conversely, doubted that genes dictated Trisomy 21’s universally observed poorer cognitive outcomes; he suspected widespread social processes instead [16].

‘If one were to add to those factors the further stipulations that the group under study was, even now, regarded as utterly and unquestionably intellectually inferior, that it has been regarded as inferior universally and in all cultures, that individuals in the group are regarded as inferior even by their own families and in relation to their own siblings, that the supports of a common culture are entirely absent, that not only their formal education but their basic instruction had historically been rudimentary or non-existent and that no positive role models for them have ever existed, one would expect a larger difference still; and one would be describing people with [Trisomy 21] [emphases added]’ (P.404) [7].

Genetics control Trisomy 21 debate

Despite the aforementioned gene versus environment debate, genetics dominated studies of Trisomy 21 for decades. Hypotheses that environmental factors such as prejudice and discrimination could explain racial differences in measured intelligence were never applied to people with Trisomy 21. Borthwick (1996) framed ‘this failure of imagination’ (P.403) as resulting from unspoken limits on scholarly discourse in the field of intellectual disability [16]. In that era a ‘neurodevelopmental disorder like Down syndrome (DS) was a recipe for cognitive difficulties often deemed insurmountable’ [17]. Even today, epigenetic researchers ascribe Trisomy 21’s widespread phenotypes to complex genetically driven factors (e.g., DNA methylation and post-translational histone modifications [18].

Environmental hypotheses about Trisomy 21

Two decades past Borthwick (1996) and Wisniewski’s (1990) competing claims, attitudes about intelligence in persons with Trisomy 21 have become more accommodating of a variety of cognitive outcomes [15,16]. Roberts and Richmond (2015) doubted whether cognitive deficits linked to Trisomy 21 exist at birth [19]. Karmiloff-Smith et al. (2012; 2016) implied subtle differences in early environments affect immediate and long-term outcomes for this group [20-22].

‘One question to emerge from cross-syndrome comparisons is why the positive effects of high SES are not greater in families with infants with genetic disorders. Unlike children from low SES environments, many children with neurogenetic syndromes are well-nourished, grow up in a caring environment, receive considerable cognitive stimulation, and do not suffer the physical and mental abuses that exist in some contexts of early social adversity. Therefore, why do such positive environments not compensate for genetic vulnerabilities?’ [20]

Racially precipitated implicit bias towards persons with Trisomy 21

Despite this changing climate with its higher expectations, one facet of Trisomy 21 racism-tinged bias must be looked at more closely. Bias or stigma surrounding Trisomy creates barriers to thriving (Green, 2003) and may lead to prenatal termination or postnatally truncated care [2,5,6,8,13,23].

'[a]s they may have a negative impact on the lives of people with intellectual disabilities, implicit attitudes merit increased attention in research and interventions in the intellectual disabilities field.’ (P.1) [11,12]

How racism relates to Trisomy 21

Causative analyses of the Trisomy 21 developmental course are tied to racism’s purview. Facial and bodily features (e.g., low tone, protruding tongue, bilateral linear creases across both palms, smaller upturned eyes) flag the syndrome early on (Roper & Reeves, 2006) [14]. Genome to phenome pathways ostensibly create the syndrome labeled for Dr. Down.

‘DS [Down Syndrome] is a product of genetic effects on different cells, structures, and functions throughout development, many of which may have cascading effects to produce clinically observed phenotypic end points in a given individual with trisomy 21. These are obviously not independent concepts; any “developmental” perturbation derives from alteration of some function in a developing cell’ [14].

Deliberations about how genes in Trisomy 21 play out as observed structure and behavior are complex. Genetically steeped assumptions permeate even cutting-edge research climates aimed towards better outcomes for persons in this group [18].

‘without knowledge about genetics and neurobiology, [Dr. Down] was ahead of his time by postulating “that there can be no doubt that these ethnic features are the result of degeneration” [emphasis added].’ (P.72)

Of interest, each primary Trisomy 21 phenotype may also occur in euploid individuals [those having the normal number of chromosomes for the human species]’ [14]. Also, Karmiloff-Smith et al. (2016) described the Trisomy 21 brain ‘as developing relatively normally during the first few months postnatally (P. 2; Roberts & Richmond, 2015) [19,21].

Trisomy 21 diagnosis based on racial features

Though also present in persons without the diagnosis, physical traits associated with Trisomy 21 seem to give an impression that all is not medically satisfactory [14]. Presumptive clinical diagnoses based on dysmorphic features (i.e., differently formed body structures; dysmorphic, 2017; dysmorphic feature, 2011) often precede genetic testing in cases of chromosomal disorders like Trisomy 21 [24-26]. In a hypothetical vignette study of infants who lacked atypical bodily features physicians were highly unlikely to refer for genetic testing even in cases of global developmental delays (i.e., in only 5% of cases [27]. Thus, a group of corporeal characteristics that differ from typical patterns appear to drive medical concern about genomic threats to cognitive development.

Social and historical linkages to Trisomy 21 phenotypes

Societally promulgated historical links between observed phenotypes and Trisomy 21 genetic markers remain strong. Borthwick
(1996) [16] tracked this correspondence early on: `the complex relationship between racism and prejudice against people with Disability is illustrated by Dr. Down's use of the term 'mongolism' (P.403). While use of the terminology 'mongolism' as referent to Trisomy 21 has largely disappeared, clustered racial features still govern perceptions of the Trisomy 21 prototype [28]. It as if modern thinking about how children with this genomic make-up must be and behave stays permanently yoked to Dr. Down's early analysis. Many of these attitudes are outside of awareness, attributed to a concept called implicit bias [11,12,28].

**Negative implicit bias and Trisomy 21**

Evidence accrues for implicit bias against persons with Trisomy 21 and others who have presumed cognitive disabilities [11,12,28]. Implicit bias is most often negative in content and may differ significantly from what persons think they believe about people in this group [11,12,28]. Studies on the whole show external attitudes (e.g., positive expressions) to be discrepant from internal ones (e.g., negative perceptions) towards individuals in the cognitive disabilities population [11,12]. Such biases extend downwards towards children who have Trisomy 21 and the inconsistencies have been found to exist even among health professionals [11,28].

The paradigm of implicit bias related to cognitive disabilities is yet emerging and novel factors are being examined. Negative implicit bias towards persons with cognitive disabilities does not seem to be linked to social distance or emotional attitudes; nor does it vary according to the degree of contact participants have with persons who have intellectual disabilities [12]. Indeed, in Wilson and Scior's (2015) online survey, negative implicit attitudes were also not related to participants' education level, gender, or contact relationship [i.e., voluntary or involuntary] [12]. In contrast, explicit attitudes and social distance from persons with cognitive disabilities were associated with one or more of the aforementioned factors [12].

**Implicit bias and children with Trisomy 21**

Developmentally, it is disturbing that unconscious prejudices (i.e., implicit biases) extend even towards children who have stereotypic features linked to Trisomy 21. For instance, when the faces of children with Trisomy 21 were paired with positive or negative attributes, Enea-Drapeau et al. (2012) found positive explicit attitudes alongside negative implicit views of these children [28]. That is, respondents' outward stance implied they thought well of children who had Trisomy 21 while their hidden attitudes revealed a pejorative bias. Moreover, respondents' positive explicit attitudes were lower if faces had more stereotypic facial features. These authors declare: "we also show that this [positive] bias can coexist with negative evaluations at the implicit level (with large effect sizes) [emphasis added], even among professional caregivers." [28]

Similarly, Wilson and Scior (2015) found negative implicit attitudes towards persons with intellectual disabilities in their web-based study; implicit and explicit attitudes were not linked [12].

**Risk of implicit bias towards Trisomy 21 in medical settings**

Children with ethnic or racial features, including children with Trisomy 21, are at risk to encounter health provider initiated racially tinged implicit bias [21]. Children with Trisomy 21 have increased medical needs [29]. They encounter physicians (e.g., pediatricians, geneticists, cardiac specialists) who make diagnoses about their condition shortly after birth and often for many years thereafter [24,29]. They and their families frequently encounter health professionals e.g., in hospitals, clinics, and in home settings—considerably more often on average than other families and other children [29].

**A theory of how negative genetically based beliefs impact development**

Implicit biases against Trisomy 21 are culpable to impact the immediate and long-term development of children towards whom they are directed. These biases may have many sources: professional helpers, individuals in the wider society, or the parents themselves [5,8,28]. Contributors to a trajectory of implicit bias with its developmental risks will be discussed below.

**Implicit bias and early development**

Society has expectations about how babies ought to be; parents in every culture hope for health and well being for their newborns [5,30,31]. For instance, in the general context of infants diagnosed with disabilities, Hollins et al. (2010) elaborated:

"Discovering that your newborn baby is not the hoped-for healthy baby, but has significant physical or mental impairments...is a significant source of physical, emotional, and spiritual distress for parents as well as siblings and the child’s wider family.’ (P.301) [5].

Foley (2006) likewise opined that families must grieve and accept an infant who is not the anticipated or desired child [30].

**Implicit bias model of Trisomy 21 phenotypes**

In the context of a trisomic genome for the 21st chromosome, the logic of having expected a certain type of baby often narrows to focus on invariably negative prognoses and advice-giving [24,29]. Brave parents may stand against this projection, yet the diffident message permeates many cultures [24,31]. It is as if parents are not permitted to hope and dream like others once a Trisomy 21 diagnosis has been either suspected or confirmed.

"There is, therefore, a vital need for a more dynamic notion of environment (e.g., how having a neurodevelopmental disorder may subtly change the social, cognitive, linguistic, emotional, and physical environments in which the atypically developing child grows) [20].

To change the insidious climate that nowadays surrounds Trisomy 21, downward spiraling developmental cascades must be turned upwards towards resilience [1,18,32,33].

**Negative prophecies imbued in the genetic model**

Cautionary stances offered to parents regarding outcome in cases of Trisomy 21 are taken as status quo among medical providers [24,29]. Still, such subtle social messaging may undermine infants’ development by disrupting parent-infant attachment [23].

"This scholarship demonstrates compellingly that it is rarely, if ever, the case that there is a significant main effect of genes on behavior. When one appreciates the dynamic nature of the developmental system, one recognizes the thorough coactions between genes and all other levels of organization within the system.’ (P.339)

**Negative implicit bias conveyed via diagnosis**

Parents of newborns are ordinarily met with warm enthusiasm in hospital, yet that narrative course vacillates once Trisomy 21 is suspected [21]. Channels of communication around medical diagnosis and treatment are often complex [20,34].
hypothesized that the moment that a parent is informed that their child has a genetic disorder, the parent’s behavior subtly changes. As a result, the baby’s responses within the dyadic interaction will also be subtly modified.’ (P.17263) In discussing adult outcomes in individuals with Trisomy 21, Ball and Karmiloff-Smith (2014) likewise noted [35].

‘It is crucial to trace such cognitive-level outcomes back to their basic-level processes in early development and to consider their cascading effects over developmental time.’ (P. 21)

Health providers may see stereotypic physical markers (i.e., a constellation of facial and bodily traits: hypotonia, extended tongue, bilateral linear creases across both palms, undersized upturned eyes). Perceiving these markers as indicative of Trisomy 21 could set the stage for providers’ unconscious bias, thus nudging into play negatively charged developmental cascades [17,32,33]. Instinctive parent-infant dance steps become disrupted.

Implicit bias and parent-infant interaction

Should parents view the infant like any other baby, health providers who link Trisomy 21 to low potential may not know what to think about this degree of hopefulness. Trying to help, they may guide parents to grasp the provider’s own reality of what the diagnosis means based on that provider’s understanding and exposure to prior clinical cases or studies [24,29]. Parents then must use precious emotional resources to ponder and discard or keep this professional input (Figure 1).

Finding cognitive function in typically developing infants to be impacted by subtle variances in early mother-infant interaction, Karmiloff-Smith et al. (2012) asserted [20]. ‘The developmental trajectories of those infants who grow up with genetic or environmental vulnerabilities are likely to be even more heavily influenced.’ (P.17264)

If parents’ energy to engage whole-heartedly with their infant is compromised due to professionals’ well-meant counsel (i.e., doubts of the infant’s ability), they are less likely to be attuned to the infant’s subtler cues. A greater number of missed or unrepaired exchanges result [36]. In this way, derailed social-cognitive neural networks can result if infant-to-parent cues are missed due to parents’ distraction with health providers’ opposing agendas [37].

An alternative model of Trisomy 21 development

Early expectations for infants with Trisomy 21 as well as perceptions of parents with optimistic outlooks in such cases may influence outcomes for this vulnerable group. Health providers’ favorable clinical judgments around Trisomy 21 are of great consequence. Seeing the infant’s potential as excellent, and its manner as engaged rather than filled with deficits and flaccid, might stir up families’ nascent capacities to provide a nurturing ‘holding space’ for optimal infant vitality.

Positive implicit bias negates downward spirals

In short, health providers’ encouraging attitudes towards the complex story line of Trisomy 21 may help bolster parents’ attachment. Nurturing engagement may then stimulate these infants to thrive intellectually, referred to most succinctly in Stanley Greenspan and Selma Wieder’s ‘emotion-as-driver’ model [38,39]. According to Greenspan, intelligence takes root in joint attention between parent and infant that progresses to circles of communication and shared meaning making over time.

A series of discrete yet overlapping functional emotional developmental capacities (FEDCs) form the core of back-and-forth communicative exchanges—stimulating infants’ desire to engage with the environment around them. Shared attention, engaging the world, and interaction and communication are the basic FEDCs; they support shared problem-solving, meaningful use of ideas, and logical thinking [23,38-40].

‘Genes do not exert an additive and independent-of-environment influence on behavior and development genes always function through interaction with the context contemporary developmental science places genes within a coacting, dynamic system of relations among the multiple levels of organization that comprise the ecology of human development.’ (P.338) Parents and other caregivers are of chief importance in that milieu.

Foundations for high level thought

At the pinnacle of Greenspan’s dynamic, interactive theory of intelligence lie three levels of thinking: multicausal, comparative and gray-area, and reflective; see Greenspan et al., 2010: P.75) [40]. These are highly complex levels of intellectual dialogue. If parents’ energy to engage whole-heartedly with their infant remains unfettered due to professionals’ grounded optimism (i.e., focus on the infant’s potential), they are more likely to stay attuned to the infant’s subtler cues. Fewer missed or unrepaired exchanges result [36].

In this latter case, the infant’s chance to reach advanced cognitive capacities over developmental time is markedly enhanced. As Edgin et al. (2015) articulated the neuroconstructivist view [17].

Cognitive-level differences in older children and adults with neurodevelopmental disorders must be traced back to their more basic precursors in infancy and early childhood.’ (P.2)
Robust social-cognitive neural networks, which build cognitive capacity, are most likely to result if infant-to-parent cues are attended to in an early and supportive context from the moment of birth [37].

Summary and conclusion

Recall that Roberts and Richmond (2015) had ‘question[ed] the assumption that cognitive deficits associated with this genetic abnormality [Trisomy 21] are in fact present from birth’ (P.415) [19]. Karmiloff-Smith et al. (2012) likewise deduced [20].

‘is it possible that this finding [i.e., lack of improved outcomes for infants with congenital conditions even in nurturing families] is [due to] the fact that early environments differ in more subtle ways than is commonly realized [emphasis added]?’ (P.17263)

Looking at early implicit bias is crucial

For these reasons, as well as many others, the social concomitant of implicit bias as trigger to perceived imminent cognitive dysfunction in Trisomy 21 cases deserves inquiry. The World Association of Infant Mental Health (WAIMH, 2016) advocates that professionals honor parents while serving infants [41]. But if negative predictions guide health providers’ discourse then hopeful, energetic parents could be dissuaded from spontaneous engagement in the affective dance theorized by Greenspan to drive thinking competencies [38–40].

As described in Edgin et al. (2015) [1], ‘[effective] interventions should aim to influence global neural organization in ways that help to normalize patterns of connectivity and establish more mature brain networks, again starting as early as possible in infancy.’ (P.2) Ball and Karmiloff-Smith (2014) similarly asserted [35].

‘to understand ontogenetic development…it is vital to trace developmental trajectories across time to assess progressive change from infancy onwards at the genetic, neural, cognitive, and behavioural levels, including the role of the environment [emphases added]’ (P.19)

The idea is that parents ought to keep ahold of their vision of the ‘idealized child’ in cases of a Trisomy 21 diagnosis rather than accepting an alternative, less optimal scenario as is now both advised and expected [30].

Final remarks on the early impact of implicit bias

Social messages around a Trisomy 21 diagnosis alter what the parent-infant interaction looks like, which in turn may affect infants’ developmental trajectories [21]. Development, learning, and neurological growth take root in this subtly, yet meaningfully, changed environment [37]. Divergent patterns of interpersonal engagement continue throughout childhood as social circumstances, including the influence of peers, evolve across the developmental stages [37,42].

‘behavior genetics offers science and the societal audience for science not only simpler (albeit egregiously inept) methods than the ones that are used by developmental systems-oriented scholars…we must move beyond the important but still relatively simplistic and largely sterile study of G x E and address the more complex but necessary task of the analysis of the developmental system.’ (P.339).

A better grasp of implicit bias around disability in the earliest days of an infant’s life is therefore crucial to altering expected outcomes for children and adults with a Trisomy 21 diagnosis. Karmiloff-Smith et al. (2012) summed it up best [20].

‘If such subtle differences in early mother–infant interaction in TD [typically development] infants growing up in nonadverse environments can have such effects on the timing of cognitive milestones, the developmental trajectories of those infants who grow up with genetic or environmental vulnerabilities are likely to be even more heavily influenced.’ (P. 17264)

Future recommendations

Infants with Trisomy 21 who face a world filled with negative expectations of their potential (i.e., lower intelligence and day-to-day functioning) are at a developmental disadvantage [21,35]. Implicit bias’s impact has been shown in this limited overview, yet more data about that dynamic needed. For instance, how early can this bias be identified? What processes (e.g., seeing a cluster of facial and bodily traits) set the prejudice into play? Which persons first impact the bias’s course? Does the stigma extend to caregivers like an infant’s parents? Innovative research is essential to ascertaining pathways to resilience in cases of Trisomy 21 [1,33]. To identify, and rewire, Trisomy 21’s epigenetic pathways towards thriving and intellectual achievement will take persistence and creativity. Qualitative vignette studies may fit this line of investigation. Researchers might use such studies to explore rigid mindsets about the innate potential of persons with Trisomy 21 among professionals (e.g., health providers, early intervention workers) as well as in the general public [43,44]. Vignette studies, alone or joined with implicit association tests (IATs), might also look at bias by varied social groups towards newborn infants who present with features stereotypic of Trisomy 21 [27,45].

Education programs for health providers and educators should examine the dynamics of negative self-fulfilling prophecy, and how it can be triggered by implicit bias. Social decision-making factors in this context must be explored [46,47]. Training programs might give the parents of children with Trisomy 21 valuable tools to stimulate their children’s intellectual growth. For example, tutorials that look at models of universal learned helplessness self-efficacy; emotion-directed cognition; and/or self-fulfilling prophecy could help families get past the hurdles built by implicit bias [38–40,48–50].
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